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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF FLOW SEPARATION DUE TO
ROCKET JET PLUMING ON AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC STABILITY DURING
A_MOSPHERIC EXIT*
By Murray Dryer and Warren J. North
SUMMARY
A theoretical investigation was conducted to determine the effects
of body boundary-layer separation resulting from a highly underexpanded
jet on the dynamic stability of a typical rocket aircraft during an
atmospheric exit trajectory. The particular flight condition studied
on a digital computer for five degrees of freedom was at Mach 6.0 and
ISO_O00 feet. In view of the unknown character of the separated flow
field 3 two estimates of the pressures in the separated region were made
to calculate the unbalanced forces and moments. These estimates_ based
on limited fundamental zero-angle-of-attack studies and observationsj
are believed to cover what may be the actual case.
In addition to a fixed control case_ two simulated pilot control
inputs were studied: rate-limited and instantaneous responses. The re-
suiting-motions with and without boundary-layer separation were compared
for various initial conditions.
The lower of the assumed misalinement forces and moments led to a
situation whereby a slowly damped motion could be satisfactorily con-
trolled with rate-limited control input. The higher assumption led to
larger amplitude_ divergent motions when the same control rates were
used. These motions were damped ouly when the instantaneous control
responses were assumed.
INTRODUCTION
Rocket-powered aircraft have introduced several new stability and
operational problems. These problems arise directly or indirectly from
the high propellant flow rate_ large aircraft thrust-to-weight ratio_
and high combustion chamber pressure. The high flow rate_ in combination
*Title_ Unclassified.
with the large propellant-to-gross weight ratio_ results in upstream and
downstream, as well as normal and transverse, shifts in center of gravity.
The importance of these center-of-gravity shifts has increased wlth the
trend to higher thrust-to-gross weight ratios. Consequently_ a great
deal of attention has been given in the past to the attendant thrust
vector misalinements.
Another aircraft stability problem which will becomemore severe at
the higher altitudes is the effect of body boundary-layer separation on
the fuselage due to underexpansion of the engine exhaust nozzle. From
weight 3 sizej and cooling considerations t_e nozzle exit area is usually
designed for full expansion at somealtitude considerably below the
maximumwhich will be encountered during powered flight. Consequently_
at high altitudes the underexpanded jet will plume and may induce
boundary-layer separation forward on the fuselage. The higher static
pressures in the separated region can cause an unbalanced force on the
airplane if the separation is asymmetric. This force will create a
pitching or yawing momentif it does not act through the aircraft center
of gravity. Whenthe airplane is at angle of attack or sideslip_ the
effects of separation becomeeven more complex. The net result could
conceivably be the departure of the aircraft from the atmosphere with
an undamped_high amplitude oscillation about one or more axes. Conse-
quently, a large - perhaps prohibitive - _ount of reaction control pro-
pellant would be necessary in order to ache.evea scheduled reentry or
satellite attitude.
This report presents the results of a study of the destabilizing
effects of the separated boundary layer. _e analysis is limited in the
sense that the actual character and magnit_ides of the separated regions
have not been determined at the Machnumbe:-and Reynolds numberof this
study. Consequently_ several assumptions based on somefundamental ex-
perimental studies and observations were n,_cessary. Twoestimates of
the pressures in the separated region were madein order to calculate
unbalanced forces and moments. These two ._stimates were postulated in
order to bracket what could actually occur. The resulting terms were
included in a five degree of freedom digit_l computer study of an assumed
airplane and subjected to various initial _onditions 3 as well as several
aerodynamic control inputs.
SYMBOLS
liftCL lift coefficient, %s
b wing span, ft
dCD
CD drag coefficient_ qo S = CD0 dC-_L
Cl
Cm
%o
Cn
Cy
c
D
g
Ix, ly, I z
rolling moment
rolling-moment coefficient, qoSb
pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment about 0.20
qoSW
pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift
yawing moment about 0.20
yawing-moment coefficient, qoSb
lateral force
lateral-force coefficient,
qo S
wing mean aerodynamic chord
drag
acceleration due to gravity at earth's surface, ft/sec 2
moments of inertia about x, y, and z body axes (assumed
to be alined with principal axes), slug-sq ft
it
M
m
P
p, q, r
qo
S
T
t
V
W
x, y, z
xI
stabilizer deflection, deg
pitching moment about 0.20 _, ft-lb
mass of airplane, W/g, slugs
static pressure
angular velocities about the x, y, and z body axes,
rad/sec
free-stream dynamic pressure
wing area, sq ft
period, sec
time, sec
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
aircraft weight, ib
aircraft principal axes, assumed identical with body axes
moment arm of Zrk t about aircraft center of gravity
(0.20 _), ft
4x3
Yrkt
Zrkt
CC
5a, 8v
CLi t
c_
CZp
<_Zr
ct_
CZ5 a
Cmit
moment arm of Yrkt about aircraft center of gravity
(o._o _), _t
unbalanced lateral force parallel to y axis due to rocket
jet plume effect_ ib
unbalanced vertical force parallel to z axis due to rocket
jet plume effect, ib
angle of attack of principal _ axis, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
differential aileron ("rolling tail") and vertical tail de-
flection, respectively, deg
Euler pitch angle, deg
Euler roll angle, deg
_c L
_cL
Ya-
_ct
pb
_V
Cmcl
Cm_
C o
Cm_2
_np
Cn r
Cn_
Cnsa
Cnbv
CY r
Cy_
CYSa
CY_v
_C m
qc
_V
_C m
2V
_C m
_Cn
• pb
_V
_Cn
rb
;gg
_Cy
rb
_V
_Cy
Dot over symbol represents derivative with respect to
time. Moments referred to 0.20 _, body axis system.
6Subscripts :
e nozzle exit
w wake
1 prior to separated region
2 separated region
PROCEDURE
Preliminary Considerations and Assumptions
The basic physical phenomenoninvolved Jn this discussion is the
underexpanded rocket Jet exhaust which will be referred to as the "Jet
plume." It will be assumedthat the plume w_ll leave the rocket nozzle
at a very high angle with respect to the external flow as shownI sche-
matically in figure 1. As noted earlier 3 th_s plume interacts with the
external flow exactly as in the case of the _olid surfaces_ shown3 for
example3 in references 1 to 4. The longitudinal extent and angle of the
subsequent boundary-layer separation 3 as sho_n by these investigators_
is a function of the Machnumberand Reynolds numberas well as the
angle of the disturbing body (c.f. 3 the missile afterbody flare angle
in refs. 2 and 4).
With the use of these fundamental experiments as well as someun-
published observations_ a first estimate of the pressure in the separ-
ated region wasmadeusing a two-dimensional separation angle of ll °.
However3 since the present analysis is concerned with a Machand Reynolds
numbercombination which has not been treated in the current literature 3
an extreme value of the separation deflection angle (30°) was assumed
for a second and limiting calculation. 2 This value maybe extreme_ how-
ever_ it is believed that 3 for the purposes of this report, any over-
prediction will changeonly the magnitudes of the results and not the
iSome justification of this high angle of initial expansion is de-
scribed as follows: Calculations (ref. 5) of a typical rocket
propellent-nozzle combination resulted in a j_t exit static-pressure
ratio of the order of 400 for the assumedaltitude. As shownin refer-
ence 63 the initial expansion angle can be on the order of 80° .
2This value was also used as an example in reference 6 to indicate
the decrease in the initial angle of the Jet boundary if separation were
to occur.
principles involved. As a result the ratios of pressure in the separ-
ated region (P2) to local free-streampressure (P1) were _.0 and 17.7
for the ll ° and S0° assumptions_ respectively. In both cases P1 was
assumedequal to free-stream static pressure.
In order to calculate the forces and corresponding momentsdue to
the pressures mentioned above_ it was necessary to assumea variation
of the separated region with angle of attack. At zero angle of attack
it was assumedthat asymmetric separation occurred because of the fuse-
lage asymmetry introduced by the pilot's canopy. The separation area
(schematically indicated as the shadedarea in figs. l(a) and (b)) was
assumedto increase linearly with angle of attack and then to remain
constant for angles of attack greater than l0 °. Any lateral separation
at zero sideslip was assumedsymmetrical and was omitted from the
figure.
The resulting separation forces and momentarms are presented in
figure 2 as functions of angles of attack and sideslip for the two
pressure-ratio estimates. The forces and momentswere added to the
appropriate equations of motion for five degrees of freedom. The re-
sulting equations# table I_ were programmedinto an IBM 655 digital com-
puter and solved for a zero-lift flight trajectory in the vicinity of
rocket burnout. The aircraft wasassumedto be climbing at a flight
path angle of 22.5° at an altitude of 1S0#000feet with a flight Mach
number of 6.0. A 10-second flight history was calculated assuming con-
stant dynamic pressure and stability derivatives compatible with a Mach
number of 6.0. The airplane parameters and stability derivatives are
given in table II. The derivatives are appropriate for use in the ab-
sence of flow separation; however_ the basic derivatives (CL__ Cyp_
Cm_#Cn_) maybe considered as being changedby the addition of the
terms discussed earlier. The damping derivatives were assumedto be
unaffected.
Initial Conditions and Control Input
Initial conditions included several angles of sideslip, and various
pitching, yawing_ and rolling-rate combinations.
The initial values of _ or _ influence the magnitudes of forces
and momentsdue to the Jet interference flow field that are introduced
as stepS disturbances at t = O_ the motions resulting therefrom will be
discussed in the Rocket Engine Operating section. Rocket-engine burnout
and flow reattachment were assumedto occur at t = 3 seconds.
5Additional runs were calculated to comparethe motions resulting
from ramp inputs with those from step inputs. The magnitudes of the
resulting oscillations were similar.
8During one set of calculations the flight motions were calculated
with fixed controls. A second set of calcul_tions (referred to herein
as "rate-limited control") wasmadeduring wlich pilot input wasassumed.
It was assumedthat the pilot would apply corrective aerodynamic control
deflection proportional to angle of attack and sideslip and would also
apply aerodynamic control deflection to dampout any angular velocities.
It was further conservatively assumedthat control effectiveness was not
changedby the jet interference flow field. Pilot reaction time is short
comparedwith the period of aircraft oscillation at high altitude and is_
therefore 3 neglected. Control deflection angular rates were limited to
values compatible with hydraulic-actuated cortrols. A third type of con-
trol input omitted the limitation on control deflection rate. This type
of response will be referred to herein as "instantaneous." Table III
lists the control-input equations as well as the limits of control
deflection.
The results of the analysis, then, can be subdivided into three cate-
gories which depend on the initial conditions: (a) initial steady-state
flight with no rolling, pitching, or yawing motions; (b) initial sideslip;
and (c) several combinations of initial rates of roll, pitch, and yaw.
The nonzero initial conditions were estimates of inadvertant motions or
attitudes which might exist at high altitudes with high longitudinal ac-
celerations and asymmetric separation forces. Table IV lists these vari-
ous initial conditions as well as the assumedaerodynamic control and
rocket-operation inputs. It should be noted that, although the initial
pitching velocity is listed as zero for someDf the initial conditions,
a zero-lift trajectory dictates a very small _egative value. Thus,
q(0) = 0, as listed in the text, actually was equal to -0.00458 radians
per second.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSI)N
Referenco Data - Rocket Off
Results of the analysis assuming no body boundary-layer separation
generally resulted in motions which were easilky dampedwith the rate-
limited controls. This condition then maybe considered to be of inter-
est only for providing reference information. For example_ the result-
ant sideslip motion due to an initial sidesli_ of 4° shownin figure 5
is quickly dampedwith the controls. The sta_ilizer_ aileron 3 and
rudder-control-deflection histories are also _hown. Similar easily
dampedresponses were obtained for the other _.nitlal conditions as in-
dicated in the summaryof results shownin t_le IV.
Rocket Engine Operating: P2/PI : 4.0
The calculated motions were obtained as follows for the lower of
the assumedforces and moments:
9_(0) = _(0) = p(O) : q(O) = r(O) = O. - A pitching moment due to the
jet interference flow field of about 5000 foot pounds (XlZrkt) was as-
sumed to occur at zero angle of attack as indicated on figure 2. Conse-
quently, only pitching motions were initiated as shown in figure 4. Also
shown are the comparative motions for stick-fixed and rate-limited con-
trol inputs. It is interesting to note (figs. 4(a) and (b)) that the un-
damped_ stick-fixed, angle-of-attack motion was largely eliminated when
rate-limited control inputs were used.
Initial sideslip. - The motions for an initial 4 ° angle of sideslip
are summarized in table IV for the stick-fixed and rate-limited control
inputs. As noted, the control inputs damped the motions which occurred
with stick-fixed controls. Comparison of the results using control input
with the "rocket-off" situation indicates that angle of attack excursions
on the order of ±4 ° were caused by the assumed forces arising from
boundary-layer separation.
Initial rates of roll, pitch_ and yaw. - The motions for an initial
rate of yaw, r : 0. i radian per second_ are also listed in table IV for
stick-fixed and rate-limited control inputs. Use of the rudder prior to
burnout decreased the maximum value of sideslip from 15 ° to about 2°.
Calculations showed that the rate-limited control input again effectively
damped the motions in sideslip and roll after burnout. Similar results
(table IV) were obtained with simultaneous initial rates of pitch and yaw.
Results for simultaneous initial rates of roll, pitch, and yaw (0.i
rad/sec in each case) are shown in figure 5. It is of interest to note
(fig. 5(a)) that the slope of the pitch rate changed discontinuously at
burnout. The removal of the smaller lateral force (Yrkt) at burnout
caused a negligible change in the yaw-rate slope.
Rocket Engine Operating; p2/p I = 17.7
The calculated motions for the higher of the two assumed forces aris-
ing from boundary-layer separation will now be discussed. Instantaneous
corrective control input was assumed in addition to the previously con-
sidered stick-fixed and rate-limited control input.
_(0) = _(0) = p(0) : q(O) : r(0) = O. - The motions resulting from
stick-fixed and rate-limited control input are shown in figures 6(a) and
(b). It can be seen that the high positive angle of attack of about 35 °
o
prior to burnout was decreased to 29 by the incorporation of horizontal
stabilizer control, and the amplitudes of the pitching oscillations were
reduced. Again, a discontinuous change occurred in the slope of the
pitching rate at burnout. When instantaneous control was considered
(shown in fig. 6(c)) the angle-of-attack oscillations were quickly damped
i0
after burnout. Prior to burnout, however, the horizontal stabilizer was
unable to decrease the 29°-angle-of-attack excursion.
Initial sideslip. - The response for an initial 4° angle of sideslip
is shown in figure 7(a) for the stick-fixed condition. The large un-
damped sideslip oscillation between 0° and 43 ° is immediately apparent.
The angle-of-attack oscillation, although large, was slowly damped. How-
ever, the aerodynamic coupling caused a roll rate at t = 2 seconds of
about 1.O radian per second which remained fairly constant for at least
the remainder of the 10-second test period.
Figure 7(b) shows the response when rat._-limited controls were used.
The roll condition was damped very satisfactorily due to aileron (or
"rolling tail") and rudder control. The sideslip oscillation, however,
was not improved. Furthermore, the angle of attack reached a maximum
negative value at 5.2 seconds of about -26 ° with a slowly (about 4-sec
period) diverging oscillation in spite of horizontal stabilizer control.
This angle-of-attack divergence was eliminated by the instantaneous con-
trol input as shown in figure 7(c). The side,slip and roll motions were
also satisfactorily controlled, although the large sideslip angle of
about 30 ° was unavoidable prior to burnout.
The response for the smaller initial an_les of sideslip were similar
in nature to those described, except as foll)ws: the magnitudes of the
maximum negative angle-of-attack excursions _ere smaller; the maximum
positive angles of attack, however, remained about the same as those just
mentioned. In all cases, an abrupt slope change in the pitching rate oc-
curred at burnout.
Initial rates of roll_ pitch, and yaw. When an initial yaw rate of
-0.i radian per second was assumed, the response was very similar to that
described for the initial sideslip condition. Also 3 as shown in figure 83
similar results were obtained with r(0) = 40.1 radian per second. In
fact3 the salient features of the response were unchanged when additional
initial conditions 3 p(O) = q(0) = +0.i radiaa per second 3 were added as
indicated in table IV. Maximum normal accelerations were on the order of
2 g's which are within structural and human tolerance levels. These
accelerations, calculated at the maximum positive angles of attack, also
considered the simultaneous maximum negative pitching acceleration.
CONCLUDINGREMARES
The effects of rocket-engine operation _nd burnout on the dynamic
stability of a rocket airplane at Mach 6.0 and 150,000 feet have been
theoretically examined in some detail for several initial conditions.
The present analysis is limited in the sense that the actual character
ll
and magnitudes of the separated regions with the associated forces are
unknown. As a result they had to be postulated on the basis of limited
fundamental zero-angle-of-attack separation studies (refs. 13 2j and 3).
Accordingly 3 boundary-layer separation patterns were assumedas a func-
tion of angle of attack and sideslip. Corresponding separation force
and momentinputs were calculated on the basis of two assumedpressure
ratios across separation-induced oblique shocks. In addition 3 several
aerodynamic control inputs (stick-fixed 3 rate-limited, and instantaneous
response) were studied. Aerodynamic control effectiveness was considered
to be unaffected by the Jet interference flow field for the rate-limited
and instantaneous inputs.
The results for the lower pressure-ratio assumption indicate, for
stick-flxed controls 3 slowly dampedangle of attack and sideslip motions.
The rate-limited control input resulted in quick damping of these motions.
The results for the higher pressure-ratio assumption3 considered to be a
limiting situation, produced large stick-fixed oscillations. The rate-
limited control response caused the oscillations to becomedivergent in
somecases. Wheninstantaneous control response was utilized 3 the in-
stability was eliminated.
Should separation occur3 then3 the situation at best appeared to be
within pilot controllability. If the extreme separation pressure ratio
were considered, fast control responses would be necessary to reduce
oscillatory and rolling motions to manageablevalues.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration
Cleveland3 Ohio, January 273 1959
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TABLE II. - AIRCRAFT CONSTANTS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES
Aircraft constants:
S, sq ft 200
m, slugs 417
b, r_ 22.56
_, ft 10.28
Ix, slug-sq ft 3,348
Iy, slug-sq ft 77,233
Iz, slug-sq ft 78,691
Stability derivatives (Mach number, 6.0. No Jet i_terference flow field effects.):
_0.020 + 0.0005 a; positive _}CL_ = _0.020 - 0.0004 e; negative per deg
= _-0.000976 el positive _} per degCm e [+0.000730 e; negative
Cmo = -0.010
{ 0388+0.00034560.000017280.0ooo00216positiveCD = .0388 + .0003456 _2 _ .00001382 G3 4 .0000 0138 negative
= _0.0026 + 0.0000112 a2; posltlve a} per deg
CLI t t0.0025; negative
= _-0.0040 - 0.0000230 _2; positive _} pel deg
Cn_ t _-0.0040; negative a
Craig2 = o
Cn_
Ch5
cy_
c%
Cm&
Cnp
Cn r
Clp
Cl r
Czr_
Cy6 v
CZSa
Cn_a
CY5 a
Cyr
= 0.00245 + 0.0000062 _2, per deg
(-0.00004 - 0.0000235 _; -7.6 ° < G < 9._ °
= _-0.00067 + 0.000049 e; _ > 9.4 o
t+0.00025 + 0.00002 _; _ < -7.6 °
= -0.0159 - 0.0000188 e, per deg
= -3.25 - 0.095 e, per tad
= 0
= -0.18 sin 7.2 m, per tad
= -0.68 - 0.00105 _2 per tad
= -0.14 cos 3_, per tad
= O.151sln 9_I, per tad
= -0.0025, per deg
= 0.00015 - 0.00004 e, per deg
= 0.0040, per deg
= 0.00020 + 0.0000007 (a + 16) 2 , per deg
= 0.00025 + 0.0000075 _, per deg
= -0.0003 - 0.000013 e, per deg
= 0
I per deg
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TABLE III. - CONTROL INPUT EQUATIONS
Rated-limited input:
it = 3_ + 75_ (it>ma x = 15°/sec
5v = -1.5 _ - 75_; (Sv)max = lO°/sec
5a = -i.0 _ - 75_; (Sa)ma x = 30O/sec
Instantaneous input:
it = 5_+ 75&
8v = -1.5 _ - 75_
5a = -i.0 _ - 75_
Control limits:
-15 ° < 5a < 15 °
16
TABLE IV. - SUM],I&RY OF RESULTS
[o_< t < io]
inltlaL cc:!d[ tl,-,ns
Off
Rocket Operation (0 _ t < 5)
p2/P1 : 4.0 P2/p] = 17
Control lnput
P r ..te-llmlted
, , , No response
l
° I C L,
< ;< < L,
L i t [ -d.l
i
-i < _ < i
(Dampe d )
-I <_ < .
(Damped )
Fig. 5
AC_ _ O
-i< _ < 4
(Damped)
A_ _ t
-I< ?< 4
(Damped
-4< _ <2
(Damped)
_, ,'.I L:.I -3 < <l < 4
(T = 5.!;
damped)
-5< _ < 2
(Damped)
<, .i ',.i , .i -L5 < ,:i < 4
[ (T = b.0;
i iamped )
-! < _ < 1
(Damped)
S t lc k-fixed
Fig. 4(a)
-16 < _ < 14
(T = 5.6:
cr!t!call
-16 < d < 14
(T = 5.6}
cr_tlcal}
-b< _< 5
increasing
-l; _ < n < 14
(T : b.7_
critical}
-8 < _ < 4
increasing
-17 < (z < 14
(T - S.6)
-i£ < _, < 6
increasing
-_0 < _ < 16
(T - b.;')
-14 < _% < 12
increasing
-JO < <] < IG
(T- 5.1)
-12 < [3 < 15
'J < T < 90
-16 < e < 16
(T = 6.6)
-i0 < _ < 14
(T = ]].4)
i_ < _ < 6U
Fig. S(a)
-Lb < cz < 17
-_ < [_ < 19
< _ < I00
Rate-limited
rig._(b)
-4< a<5
(T = 4.8;
damped)
-3< _< S
(T = 5,0
damped )
0<I_ <i
-_ < _ < 5
(T = 4.6;
damped)
0 < _ < 2
= C
-4 < _ < 5
(T - 4.8;
damped)
-i < _ < 4
- 0
-4 <_ <5
(T - 4.6)
-2< B< 7
-4 < (_< 5
(T 4.6)
-7 < _5 < 2
<p - C
-6 <_ <9
(T = 5.5;
damped )
-6<_ < _
= 0
-6 < _ < I0
(T = ._..6;
damped )
-6 < [t < 2
qe <;
Stlck-fixed
-24 < _ < 55
(T = 4.9_
critical}
-22 < a < 32
(T = _.2_
critical)
-2 < _ < 55
(T - 5.i)
Increasing
-22 < e < 50
(T S.0)
2<5 <40
increasing
Fig. 7(a)
-29 < _ < 51
(T = _.0)
0 < _ < 45
increasing
-55 < a < Z6
(Divergent
-29 < _ < 44
m increasing
Fig. 8(a)
-57 < <i < 36
(Divergent)
-45 < 5 < 30
Increasing
-SO < Q < 50
(T = _.i)
-41< _ < 8
m Increasing
-24 < _ < 52
(T = _.2)
-57 < _ < _o
increasing
Rate-llmited
_Ig. 6(b]
-ll < c < 29
(T = 4.9;
divergent)
-5 < e < 29
(Damped)
-18 < 6 < 22
(T - 6.5)
= 0
-25 < _ < 27
(Divergent)
-15 < _ < 25
= ©
-28 < _ < 26
(Divergent)
-12 < # < 25
_ = 0
-50 < c_ < 36
(Divergent)
-15 < 5 < 26
= 0
_Ig.8(_)
-29 < _ < 26
(Critical)
-55 < 5 < 14
_= 0
-26 < (x < 27
(T = {.l;
critical}
-29 < B < 14
-I(' < _ < i0
-26 < c_ < 28
(T = 4.1_
critical)
-o < _ < 5
Instantaneous
Fig.6(c)
-4 < _ < 29
(Damped)
-5 < _ < 29
(Damped)
-12 < _ < 22
(T = 6.2)
= 0
-8 < e < 27
(Damped)
-15 < p < 24
= 0
Fig._(c)
-12 < _ < 26
(Damped)
-ii < _ < 29
= 0
-15 < a < 26
(Damped)
-12 < 6 < 30
-20< @ < 20
Fig u(c)
-13 < _ < 26
(Damped)
-50 < Z < 1S
0
-ii < a < 27
(Damped ) -
-26 < _ < iS
= O
-12 < _ < P7
(Damp e d )
<'7 < 5 < 12
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I
(a) Angle of attack and angle of sideslip, O. (Note: x I is measured from center of gravity to
approximate centroid of shaded area shown in the planform view.)
Figure i. - Assumed jet-plume-induced separation pattern. Mach number_ 6.0. The shaded area in plan-
form view indicates the projected area used for the calculation of Zrkt; similar technique used in
calculation of Yrkt"
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o _71 _-
(b) Angle of attack, i0°; angle of sideslip, 0 °.
Figure I. - Concluded. Assumed jet-plume-induced separation psLtern. Mach number, _].0. The shaded are_ in
_lanform v_ew indic_tes the projected area used for calculat_ )n of _rkt; similar technique used in calcula-
tion of Yrki'
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(a) Stick-fixed response.
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Figure 6. - Jet plume effect (P2/PI - 17.7) on the motions with the initial conditions:
_(0) = _(0) = p(O) - q(O) = r(O) = O.
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(b) Rate-limited control r_sponse.
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Figure 6. - Continued. Jet plume effect (P2/PI = 17.7) on the motions with the initial
condition_:_(0) = _(0)- p(O)- q(0) - r(0) = O.
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(c) Instantaneous control response.
Figure 6. - Concluded. Jet plume effect (P2/PI = 17.7) on the motions with the initial
conditions:_(0)_ _(0)= p(O__ qIO)= r(O)= O.
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(a) Stick-fixed response.
Figure 7. - Jet plume effect (P2/P1 = 17-7) on t_e motions with the initial
condition: B(O) = 4°.
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(b) Rate-limited control response.
Figure y. - Continued. Jet plume effect (P2/P1 _ I7.Y) on the motions with initial
condition: B(O) _ 4 °.
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(c) Instantaneous control response.
Figure 7. - Concluded. Jet plume effect (P2/]I - 17.7) on the motions with the
initial condition: p(0) - 4 °.
(a) Stick-fixed response.
55
Figure 8. - Jet plume effect (P2/PI _ 17.7) on the motions vith the initial condition: r(O) _ O.1.
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Figure 8. - Continued. Jet plume effect (P2/PI = IT.7) on the motions with the initial
coudition: r(O) = O.1.
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(c) Instantaneous control response.
Jet plume effect (P2/P1 = 17.7) on the motions with the initial
r(O)- o.z.
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